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Policy Option Report for:

Education and the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA):
Initiatives for Demoeratic Education in the Ame
(IDEA) - Canadian Consultation

Vancouver BC,.

Total Number of Delegates to Consultation: 68*
Total Female Delegates: 30
Total Youth and Student Delegates: 28
Age Range: 15 to 65

Total Organizations Represented:- 34
Educators Organizations: 14
Total Youth and Student Organizations: 8
NGO's: 5
Govermnent and Parastatal: 5

ricas

July 13 1999

*A list of the naines of organizations and delegates, and their contact numbers is attached at the
end of this report.
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Youth Perspectives:

45 delegates participated ini this three and a half hour session aimed at raising awareness

of the Surnmit of the Americas process and the Inter-American Program of Education,

identifying the aspirations of Canadian Youth and Student organizations regarding

education and, from that, developing recomimendatiotis to be presented to the Canadîan

delegates who will attend the H-emispheric IDEA Conference in Quito, Ecuador

September 29 - October 3.

Following presentations by the Canadian Federation of Students and thic BC Teachers

Federation about the FTAA and the Inter-American Program of Education, delegates

broke into theme-based working groups. The three themes were:

1) The influence of transnational corporations and sponsorships in Public Schools;

2) Youth goals and alternatives for education
3) Global ization and Youth Organizing

Following the working groups delegates regrouped in a plenary session to debate, modify'

and adopt the recomniendations of each session.

The Reports, as adopted by the Youth Plenary are as follows:

Youth Aspirations and Alternatives for Education



5. Education should broaden cuitural understanding and global awareness;

6. Education shouid expose students to a wide diversity of points of views and options;

7. While education should prepare students to fill jobs needed in society, it should also
facilitate personal self-development;

8. Education, work and society must flot be mutually exclusive. Education shouid be
closely linked with work by piacing the student and education institutions at the
service of society;

9. Education should play a key role in diminishing social disparities;, for this reason ail
students, regardless of economic, cultural and ethnic background must have access to
the saine quaiity of education. The current trend of tying access to ability to pay or
corporate sponsorship must be reversed.

Comments on IDEA documents

1 . The "Democratic Education" document should include a proposai for facîlitating
access to a variety of types of education and flexibility in methods of delivery that
aliow for the speciaI iearning needs and living conditions of different people and
social and cultural groups;

2. The structure of education and its delivery systems need to be flexible enough to
refleot the differing needs and social contexts of communities;

3. Education must be integral and allow for the full development of children, youth and
adults (i.e. Lifelong education);

4. Popular versions of the "Effects of 15 years of Neoliberal Changes to Education in the
Americas," "'Alternatives for Democratic Education in the Americas" and "Inter-



-University research funded by corporations refleets industry rather than social

interests

-Developmcflt of curricula material by Corporations.

Delegates agreed that the increasing corporate presence in our schools was harmful for

the following reasons:

1i. Increased reliance on corporate funding undermines the ability of democratically

elected representativeS to make their own decisions regarding school policy and

curricula;

2. Academic freedomn is undermined when funding priorities for courses and programs

are determined by private enterprise instead of the university body;

3. Student choice is eroded when one corporation has the exclusive right to market

products on campus;



a number of important activities:

1. Lobbying - both campus administrations, school boards and provincial and federal
government bodies to present the arguments against corporate influence in schools -

representatives of student organizations had experienced some degree of success in
this and shared their experiences with the other delegates

2. Building networks to share experiences and tactics and to assess the situation in
different campuses. Delegates resolved to form a network of student and youth groups
working on this issue.

3. Legal action. Students at one school have launched a legal challenge to exclusive
contracts on their campus.

4. On-campus awareness campaigns to raise student awareness of the impact of
corporate influence on the quality of their education

5. International Networking. Guests from the US agreed to maintain contact with
Canadian counterparts about similar issues on their campuses. Delegates resolved to
request the Canadian student delegate to the IDEA Conference in Quito to discuss the
issue with Caribbean and Latin American counterparts.

Globalization and Youth Organizing - Youth Global Education Network

This working group focused on tife growing role of youth today as consumers
- How did this happen?
- How can youth resist the imperative to consume?
- How do youth become educated consumers?

Participants resolved that the Education system. has a responsibility to help youth become
literate consumers and to develop a critical analysis of the messages they receive about
consumption patterns. Again, corporate influence in sehools works against the
development of critical thinlcing among young consumers since it promotes the purchase
of specific products without a critical analysis of what is behind the label.



Penny Kerrigan outlined the objectives of the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy

Development and its rote in the Canadian IDEA Consultation.

Canadian Mission to the Organization of American States Counsellor Darren Scheinmer

outlined the Americas Surmit Process. In bis presentation Counsellor Schemmer

focussed on the non-trade aspects of the Sunirit process. He emphasized the importance

of cooperation aniong American states to share resources and promote common goals in

the development of social programs such as health and education. Schemxner also

outlined the series of ministerial meetings on trade and social issues that wilI lead to the

II Americas Summit in Quebec City in 2001.

Larry Kuebn of the Canadian Section of the Civil Society Network for Public Education

in the Americas (CSNPEA) presented the IDEA research paper "Responding to

Globalization in the Americas: Strategies for Education." Dr. Kuehn's presentation

included an analysis of the OAS Social Development and Education Unit's "Inter-

American Programn for Education."

He warned that the increasing conimodification of education under trade agreements sud]

as NAFTA and those contemplated in the FTAA and the World Trade Organization's



and the generation of profit. Education is valued as a commodity to be bought and sold
and as a service that provides industry with trained workers. It is no longer seen as a
national project that promotes national social values and addresses individual and social
needs.

Education in the Americas has become "rationalized" to make it more efficient in the
market place. This has resulted ini:

1 . The privatization of many areas of education;

2. A moving away from pedagogical principles in favour of efficiency;

3. Internal competition between schools, teachers and students;

4. Changes in the curricula that favour competition and individual over social values;
5. Increased class sizes and reduced teacher salaries;

6. Centralization of evaluation and curricula;

7. Decentralization of financial responsibility;

8. A move away in curricula ftom humanist teachings to more easily measurable
technical training;

9. Financial cutbacks to education systems;

10. Greater stratification of schools by social class and;

11. An increasing reliance on user fées to generate school fiinds.

ýFTA on education in Mexico, Lôpez wamed that a
'it contains clauses similar to those in NAFIA, will
ove, as well as bringing about greater homogeneity of
)ense of education oriented to social needs specific to



These include:

1. The provision of free and universal public education from early education through

post-secondary;
2. An education based on solid scientific principles;

3. Experiential education that unîtes theory and practise, the workplace and school;

4. An education system that provides for the development of ail aspects of the child and

student's potential;
5. A values-based education that promotes tolerance, social commitment, critical thinking

and democratic participation.
6. Life-long learning

Rainos added that education stakeholders in the Americas should also share the goal of

improving teacher education so that in ail countries it is university-based and prepares

new teachers with the pedagogical skills and values required to fulfill the objectives

mentioned above.

Working groups:

Delegates broke into two working, groups: the first with a focus on the presentations and

papers of Carlos Lôpez and José Ramos and the second focussing on the presentations of

Larry Kuebn and Darren Schemmner.



that science and technology serves. Ramos agreed to include a reference to the moral
dimensions of science and tecbnology in his paper.

Decentralization

The issue of decentralization of education systems sparked a great deal of debate among
delegates, largely due to the fact that it signifies very different things in different
contexts. Most agreed that decentralization of decision making and of some aspects of
educational curricula can be important tools for providing the flexibility to meet regional
and cultural education needs. Delegates agreed that the Canadian experience of balancing
power between locally-elected school boards and provincial education ministries while
maintaining a relatively centralized distribution of financial resources, lias been largely
positive.

In the United States, however, the process lias emphasized the decentralization of
financial responsibility. The tendency in recent education reforms in Latin Ainerica bas
been to import the latter model devolving financial responsibility for education from the
national state to parents and municipal authorities. Delegates argued that this form of
decentralization augments regional disparities in education quality and exacerbates class
and ethnic stratification in the public education system. For this reason, decentralization,
when understood in these ternis, should be opposed by education stake-holders.



Services (GATS). New provisions proposed by the United States government would

require signatory nations to open their educatioli systems, including the publication of

text books and other educational materials, to competition fromn corporations and agencies

ftom other countries. While public education would initially be exempt from the

agreement, as soon as any level of goveniment chose to contract out an education service

it would forever more be open to international competition. Any preference shown for

local, provincial or national service provîders would be considered a trade violation an d

expose the offending nation to trade sanctions.

Voh Latin AmericaVoi(
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